Moray 2023 – Ten Year Plan – Outcomes and Activities overseen by the Moray Economic Partnership to address Plan Aim
“A Growing & Diverse Economy”
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Chart 01 – % Rate as Good Place to live - Measure – grow from 66% to 72%. Source- Scottish
MEP has not
Neighbourhood Statistics (Scottish Household Survey)
provided a
number for
General Note 1: The Partnership has agreed to review the following measures every 6 months.
this as it is
not in its gift
General Note 2: There are targets in other parts of Moray 2023 such as the availability of affordable housing that are not
the responsibility of the economic partnership but which will have a bearing on the economic growth and diversification.

General Note 3: Underlying these charts the partnership wants partners to share & collate existing data to evidence their
combined activities that contribute to the achievement of this target, such as amount of expenditure by partners on
activities, numbers of students graduating programmes, numbers of patients treated, numbers of houses built. Partners
will be asked to identify a suite of underlying data to be published monitored and analysed annually by the community
planning partnership in relation to the delivery of economic development. The partnership will work with the UHI Research
Intelligence Unit to identify data sources and likely collect local data that helps to monitor progress against desired
outcomes. For example concerning the regional average wage nationally reported data does not currently reflect the true
regional average for Moray as it ignores wages earned offshore and wages of the MOD. Another example is to collect
locally and analyse tourism data.
The board questions how does the CPP plan to measure whether a place is a good place to work?
General Note 4: The resources needed to deliver the outcomes assigned to the MEP will be kept under review.
Chart 01: Note 1: This is an overall CPP aspiration with happiness being a result of health, work, education and housing,
which are all encompassing rather than a focus for MEP.: The economic partnership cannot make an assessment on the
delivery of this measure alone, as is not responsible for all the elements; this is a measure that the CPP should assess
based on the overall activities of the CPP. The CPP is asked to consider who does it capture and put a value on the
“community spirit”.
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Chart 02 – Population Growth - Measure – grow from 93,000 to 97,000 Source- Census & In Year
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Note 1: The Communities & Sustainability Partnership has been assigned targets for the provision of Council Housing and
Council Housing Stock. There is a dependency between the availability of affordable housing and population, i.e. you need
affordable accommodation for the work force needed to support a vibrant economy. The CPP should recognise this link
and resource activity accordingly.
Relevant Plans & Strategies: Housing Strategy, the Moray Local Development Plan, the Regional Skills Investment Plan
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Chart 03 – Median Wage – Measure from £453.40 per week to £610.66, i.e. in line with Scottish
average – Source ASHE
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Note 1: Moray currently lags c 15% behind national average, and aim is to reach it in 10 years. This will be challenging
given preponderance of food and drink jobs which are traditionally low paid. Also ASHE survey has restrictions, i.e. it does
not include the armed forces and self employed. We know there many self employed oil and gas contractors working in
Moray which are well paid. MEP will work with the UHI Economic Research Unit to identify/collect local data and to provide
more context around the regional figure. This may include looking at how income is distributed along the spectrum
between the highest and lowest wages earned by residents of Moray.
Relevant Plans & Strategies: HIE Operating Plan, Tourism Strategy
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Chart 04 - % workforce in private sector - Measure – grow from 73% to 75% p.a. Source- ONS –
Annual Employment Survey Table 5
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Note 1: * MEP will want to investigate and collect other data to explore this i.e. the value of the private sector and the
numbers of staff recruited by the private sector
Facilitate by capital investment in site servicing and buildings & funding assistance
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Chart 05 – How long it takes to process planning applications - Measure – reduce from 23.1 weeks to
12.2 weeks Source – Audit Scotland /Moray Council Development Services

3
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4

Note 1: Already meeting this target, the challenge is to keep performance at this level. Target is now 10.4 weeks for 201617. MEP will monitor to ensure that application process and resources are appropriate to maintain performance as
fluctuating workloads, cuts in staffing or significant increases in applications could impact on performance.
Note 2: TMC has a proactive approach to negotiate development. CNPA calls in applications. Objective is to strike a
balance between speedy determination of applications and helping to facilitate development, to provide a quality service
Note3: TMC will need to calculate the investment value of approved developments.
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Chart 06 - % of those in employment aged 25-64 yrs who are graduates. – Measure – grow from
19.4% to 22.4%. – Source - SG Annual Population Survey

Confidence
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4

Note 1: MEP will use this measure however it considers the matter which needs to be addressed is to ensure that the
workforce has the skills that are needed by business; this is not necessarily a degree (a skilled workforce is not limited to
achieving more graduates). There may also be an issue of underemployment to address, i.e. people with doctorates
driving a bus.
MEP plan to potentially replace or add a supplementary measure A supplementary measure may look to record progress
on how existing training facilities provide the skills needed for Moray business.
The MEP wish to stress the importance of UHI to attract inward investment and to facilitate business growth.
Relevant Plans & Strategies: Curriculum for Excellence, Modern Apprenticeships, RSIP.
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Chart 07 – Progress in dualling A9 and A96 – Measure – grow to 80% A9 and 30% A96 – Source –
Transport Scotland
Note 1: MEP is not directly in control of construction. The role is to lobby to get early implementation, to get the best
route for Moray community, improve access to markets and make Moray easier to reach.
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4
Chart 08 - Business start-ups - Measure – grow from c 210 p.a. to 235 p.a. Source- Committee of
Scottish Bankers

What More
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Note 1: MEP can supplement this measure with data from Business Gateway Moray
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Chart 09 - Business 5 Year survival rate - Measure – grow from 55% to 61% p.a. Source- ONS –
Business Demography??
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Chart 35 – Percentage of Households who have access to Next Generation Broadband. Measure –
95% by 2023 Source – Digital Rollout team - HIE
Measure should be ‘Premises’ as opposed to ‘Households’ to incorporate

Confidence
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4

Note 1: Make reaching the parts of Moray not served by the NGB project a priority of next Rural (Local) Development
Strategy 2014-2020
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